Expand International Reach

What does turf grass management have to do with international reach? Watch this to find out!
(Hint: Olympics!)

Mainly sunny with afternoon clouds. Partly cloudy PM skies.

WEATHER

67°/46°

IS Daily Events

TOUCH BASE: SERVICES
8:45AM – 9:15AM
IS RESOURCE ROOM 131

RHS/ID OFFICE SERVICE TEAM
11:00AM – 12:00PM
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 130

TRANS TEAM MEETING
2:00PM – 3:00PM
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 130

TECH SUPPORT & NETWORK TEAM MEETING
2:00PM – 3:00PM
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 130

EAT AT STATE

Be sure to grab this tasty ON-THE-GO food truck special this week by Akers!

Two hand-pressed flour tortillas, spicy MSU Bennett Farms ground beef, cheddar cheese, fresh salsa verde, pickled red onion and sour cream

$5

MSU VIEW

Catch this clip of First Lady Michelle Obama discussing the importance of higher education with MSU graduate Tyler Oakley on MSU VIEW! Click the photo to watch!